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������������������ understanding american politics provides a unique introduction to the
contemporary political landscape of the united states by using as its core organizing feature the
idea of american exceptionalism a concept that is at least as old as tocqueville s study of
american democracy the second edition of understanding american politics maintains the unique
strengths of the first edition while offering improved coverage of political institutions a single
omnibus chapter on institutions has been reorganized and split into three separate chapters on
congress the presidency and the courts a new chapter on public opinion has also been included and
the chapter on religion and politics has been completely rewritten with a deeper appreciation of
religion s influential role the book has been revised throughout taking into account the dramatic
changes that have emerged since the 2010 congressional elections and the 2012 presidential
election the text also pays close attention to what is seen as the irreversible decline in america
s global influence visit utpamericanpolitics com for additional resources life magazine is the
treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th century it now lives on at life com the
largest most amazing collection of professional photography on the internet users can browse
search and view photos of today s people and events they have free access to share print and post
images for personal use the american president is an enthralling account of american presidential
actions from the assassination of william mckinley in 1901 to bill clinton s last night in office
in january 2001 william leuchtenburg one of the great presidential historians of the century
portrays each of the presidents in a chronicle sparkling with anecdote and wit leuchtenburg offers
a nuanced assessment of their conduct in office preoccupations and temperament his book presents
countless moments of high drama fdr hurling defiance at the economic royalists who exploited the
poor ratcheting tension for jfk as soviet vessels approach an american naval blockade a grievously
wounded reagan joking with nurses while fighting for his life this book charts the enormous growth
of presidential power from its lowly state in the late nineteenth century to the imperial
presidency of the twentieth that striking change was manifested both at home in periods of
progressive reform and abroad notably in two world wars vietnam and the war on terror leuchtenburg
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sheds light on presidents battling with contradictory forces caught between maintaining their
reputation and executing their goals many practiced deceits that shape their image today but he
also reveals how the country s leaders pulled off magnificent achievements worthy of the nation s
pride the tenth edition of keen s latin american civilization inaugurates a new era in the history
of this classic anthology by dividing it into two volumes this second volume retains most of the
modern period sources from the ninth edition but with some significant additions including a new
set of images and a wide range of new sources that reflect the latest events and trends in
contemporary latin america the 75 excerpts in volume two provide foundational and often riveting
first hand accounts of life in modern latin america concise introductions for chapters and
excerpts provide essential context for understanding the primary sources the american taxpayer
angered by government waste and satisfied only with spending cuts has preoccupied elected
officials and political commentators since the reagan revolution but resistance to progressive
taxation has older deeper roots american tax resisters presents the full history of the american
anti tax movement that has defended the pursuit of limited taxes on wealth and battled efforts to
secure social justice through income redistribution for the past 150 years from the tea party to
the koch brothers the major players in today s anti tax crusade emerge in romain huret s account
as the heirs of a formidable and far from ephemeral political movement diverse coalitions of
americans have rallied around the flag of tax opposition since the civil war their grievances
fueled by a determination to defend private life against government intrusion and a steadfast
belief in the economic benefits and just rewards of untaxed income local tax resisters were
actively mobilized by business and corporate interests throughout the early twentieth century
undeterred by such setbacks as the sixteenth amendment establishing a federal income tax zealously
petitioning congress and chipping at the edges of progressive tax policies they bequeathed hard
won experience to younger generations of conservatives in their pursuit of laissez faire
capitalism capturing the decisive moments in u s history when tax resisters convinced a majority
of americans to join their crusade romain huret explains how a once marginal ideology became
mainstream elevating economic success and individual entrepreneurialism over social sacrifice and
solidarity this collection presents significant summaries of past criminal behavior and
significant new cultural and political contextualizations that provide greater understanding of
the complex effects of crime sovereignty culture and colonization on crime and criminalization on
indian reservations duane champagne ucla from the foreword native americans and the criminal
justice system offers a comprehensive approach to explaining the causes effects and solutions for
the presence and plight of native americans in the criminal justice system articles from scholars
and experts in native american issues examine the ways in which society s response to native
americans is often socially constructed the contributors work to dispel the myths surrounding the
crimes committed by native americans and assertions about the role of criminal justice agencies
that interact with native americans in doing so the contributors emphasize the historical social
and cultural roots of anglo european conflicts with native peoples and how they are manifested in
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the criminal justice system selected chapters also consider the global and cross national
ramifications of native americans and crime this book systematically analyzes the broad nature of
the subject area including unique and emerging problems theoretical issues and policy implications
over 120 000 american troops were stationed in australia during the second world war hundreds of
thousands more passed through the country between 1941 and 1945 because of japan s conquest of the
philippines in 1942 australia was transformed into the principle base for the united states army
in the southwest pacific this american occupation of an allied country resulted in several areas
of tension between friends the examination of these fault lines which have for the most part
received little attention from historians is the purpose of this book jurisdictional and policing
disputes and problems between australian workers and american authorities are examined american
personnel committed thousands of crimes during the occupation many of which were notorious how
australians reacted to these crimes and how the american military sought to limit their negative
effect on wartime relations is a major focus of this book how the us military tried to protect gis
from prosecution by spiriting them out of australia is also explored other areas of tension such
as race and gender relations which have been looked at by other historians are examined in a new
light this book provides novel insights and challenges the existing historiography with regard to
relations between black americans and australian civilians how leaders on both sides in particular
douglas macarthur and john curtin managed crises and relations between civilians and gis are
studied sexual relations an area of particular concern for authorities were directed towards short
term flings and prostitution in contrast authorities did all they could to discourage long term
relations i e marriage authorities obsessed over interracial sexual relations and doubled efforts
to discourage them conflicts between american personnel and australian civilians during the
occupation did not threaten the alliance against japan nevertheless there were myriad problems
between allies that led to friction and ill will these problems demanded management from above
minorities and representation in american politics is the first book of its kind to examine
underrepresented minorities with a framework based on four types of representation descriptive
formalistic symbolic and substantive through this lens author rebekah herrick looks at race ethnic
gender and sexual minorities not in isolation but synthesized within every chapter this enables
readers to better recognize both the similarities and differences of groups underrepresentation
herrick also applies her unique and constructive approach to intergroup cooperation and
intersectionality highlighting the impact that groups can have on one another publishes in depth
articles on labor subjects current labor statistics information about current labor contracts and
book reviews the cold war was fought in every corner of society including in the sport and
entertainment industries recognizing the importance of culture in the battle for hearts and minds
the united states like the soviet union attempted to win the favor of citizens in nonaligned
states through the soft power of sport athletes became de facto ambassadors of us interests their
wins and losses serving as emblems of broader efforts to shield american culture both at home and
abroad against communism in defending the american way of life leading sport historians present
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new perspectives on high profile issues in this era of sport history alongside research drawn from
previously untapped archival sources to highlight the ways that sports influenced and were
influenced by cold war politics surveying the significance of sports in cold war america through
lenses of race gender diplomacy cultural infiltration anti communist hysteria doping state
intervention and more this collection illustrates how this conflict remains relevant to us
sporting institutions organizations and ideologies today the dictionary of early american
philosophers which contains over 400 entries by nearly 300 authors provides an account of
philosophical thought in the united states and canada between 1600 and 1860 the label of
philosopher has been broadly applied in this dictionary to intellectuals who have made
philosophical contributions regardless of academic career or professional title most figures were
not academic philosophers as few such positions existed then but they did work on philosophical
issues and explored philosophical questions involved in such fields as pedagogy rhetoric the arts
history politics economics sociology psychology medicine anthropology religion metaphysics and the
natural sciences each entry begins with biographical and career information and continues with a
discussion of the subject s writings teaching and thought a cross referencing system refers the
reader to other entries the concluding bibliography lists significant publications by the subject
posthumous editions and collected works and further reading about the subject discovering
electricity ending up the richest man in the world becoming a candidate for sainthood leading the
fight for civil rights getting inducted into the rock roll hall of fame revolutionizing consumer
digital electronics these accomplishments are at the heart of the stories of seven incredibly
diverse individuals who epitomize the american dream there is something particularly magical about
dreams or rather the possibility of achieving your dreams in america the land of opportunity
american dream stories elements of success explores the lives and success of ben franklin andrew
carnegie dorothy day malcolm x patti smith robert mapplethorpe and steve jobs looking at their
lives offering definitions and establishing themes the naval academy midshipmen authors of this
essay collection examine the nature of the american dream success and what both mean to americans
professor larry j zimmerman explores native american history reverence of nature eventual
colonization and survival against odds and how it has created a unique identity for native people
using original documents from the u s army military history institute including extracts from
letters and diaries of serving soldiers as well as from official reports and papers this book
recalls the experiences of americans who fought in the first world war individual chapters cover
different periods from enlistment to victory in a chronological fashion the book also features
topics such as weaponry medical services and entertainment business has received little attention
in american religious history although it has profound implications for understanding the
sustained popularity and ongoing transformation of religion in the united states this volume
offers a wide ranging exploration of the business aspects of american religious organizations the
authors analyze the financing production marketing and distribution of religious goods and
services and the role of wealth and economic organization in sustaining and even shaping worship
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charity philanthropy institutional growth and missionary work treating religion and business
holistically their essays show that american religious life has always been informed by business
practices laying the groundwork for further investigation the authors show how american business
has functioned as a domain for achieving religious goals indeed they find that religion has
historically been more powerful when interwoven with business chapters on mormon enterprise jewish
philanthropy hindu gurus native american casinos and the wedding of business wealth to
conservative catholic social teaching demonstrate the range of new studies stimulated by the
business turn in american religious history other chapters show how evangelicals joined neo
liberal economic practice and right wing politics to religious fundamentalism to consolidate
wealth and power and how they developed marketing campaigns and organizational strategies that
transformed the american religious landscape included are essays exposing the moral compromises
religious organizations have made to succeed as centers of wealth and influence and the religious
beliefs that rationalize and justify these compromises still others examine the application of
business practices as a means of sustaining religious institutions and expanding their reach and
look at controversies over business practices within religious organizations and the adjustments
such organizations have made in response together the essays collected here offer new ways of
conceptualizing the interdependence of religion and business in the united states establishing
multiple paths for further study of their intertwined historical development the black
conservative an american hero by richard jules valvano can a powerful piece of fiction undo the
negative stereotyping cast on a group of individuals and make them noble and heroic in this
riveting and explosive novel the author is betting it will for years the black left has cast
politically conservative african americans as insensitive traitors to the civil rights movement
they are seen as unhinged thinkers who dare to question liberal conventional wisdom concerning
black matters and issues they are often depicted as uncle toms and whites in dark skin who
actually want blacks to be passive porters shoe shiners and doormats in a white society the black
conservative an american hero not only challenges these stereotypes it does it by way of an
engaging thriller filled with fascinating characters the entire effect is meant to give black
conservatives a human element an insight into their thinking and a culmination of a renewed and
invigorating image of them this book examines what makes the united states an exceptional society
what impact it has had abroad and why these issues have mattered to americans with historical and
comparative evidence frank j lechner describes the distinctive path of american institutions and
tracks changes in the country s national identity in order to assess claims about america s
exceptional qualities the book analyzes several focal points of exceptionalist thinking about
america including the importance of us constitution and the american sense of mission and explores
several aspects of america s distinctive global impact for example in economics and film in
addition to discussing the distinctive global impact of the us this first volume delves into
religion law and sports never before published american society is the product of talcott parsons
last major theoretical project completed just a few weeks before his death this is parsons
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promised general book on american society it offers a systematic presentation and revision of
parson s landmark theoretical positions on modernity and the possibility of objective sociological
knowledge even after the passage of many years american society imparts a remarkably provocative
interpretation of us society and a creative approach to social theory an up to date book that
surveys almost all of the contemporary schools of christian thought in america well structured and
methodically developed clearly written and easy to read ferm does an excellent job of pointing out
all the differences among the leading thinkers of each camp ferm s greatest asset is his uncanny
ability to synthesize these diverse theologies into a larger conceptual whole without diminishing
their distinctiveness a landmark of clarity richard quebedeaux in the christian century
contemporary american theologies assesses the most significant writers and books that make up
evangelical black roman catholic feminist and liberation theologies equally useful as an
introduction or as a review marianne sawicki in commonweal the phenomenon of studio goldsmithing
when the history of art in the 1980s is written much of it will be etched in gold this is the time
of the contemporary goldsmith an artist who chooses to work in precious metals rather than oils or
marble the contemporary jeweler as artist has only recently become a re cognized force with rare
exceptions the whole field is little more than thirty years old but it is only within the past
fifteen years that these jewelers have entered the jewelry mainstream the phenomenon of
contemporary goldsmithing embraces an eclectic group of artists each with a unique vision each
taking a per sonal path to jewelry producing they have as little relationship to the typical mass
produced jewelry as a champagne maker has to a bottler of orange soda they approach a piece of art
not a piece of metal the work is personal and a perfect expression of the back to the land
movement that spawned it many of these goldsmiths were looking not merely for a way to make a
living but for a way to make a life that was worthy of living running a business while trying to
remain a creative metalsmith at the same time is the ongoing challenge the jeweler artists have
solved or resolved these often conflicting needs in slightly different ways and in a beautiful
variety of techniques and styles their meth ods their growth and their work are discussed here
presuming no background knowledge of intellectual property and ending with a call to action the
branding of the american mind explores applicable laws legal regimes and precedent in plain
english making the book appealing to anyone concerned for the future of higher education first
published in 1980 the dynamism within the american colonies in the fifty years or so before the
outbreak of the crisis of the 1760s that was to lead to the revolution has never been in doubt the
articles written included in this text suggest a number of ways in which the imperial factor was
of real importance in colonial life and show that there was dynamism on the british side as well
as in the colonies finalist for the pulitzer prize biography a new york times bestseller this epic
and elegant biography wall street journal profoundly recasts our understanding of the vietnam war
praised as a superb scholarly achievement foreign policy the road not taken confirms max boot s
role as a master chronicler washington times of american military affairs through dozens of
interviews and never before seen documents boot rescues edward lansdale 1908 1987 from historical
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ignominy to restore a sense of proportion to this political svengali or lawrence of asia the new
yorker boot demonstrates how lansdale the man said to be the fictional model for graham greene s
the quiet american pioneered a hearts and minds diplomacy first in the philippines and then in
vietnam bringing a tragic complexity to lansdale and a nuanced analysis to his visionary foreign
policy boot suggests vietnam could have been different had we only listened with contemporary
reverberations in iraq afghanistan and syria the road not taken is a judicious and absorbing new
york times book review biography of lasting historical consequence vols 13 62 include abridged
annual reports and proceedings of the annual meetings of the american missionary association 1869
1908 v 38 62 include abridged annual reports of the society s executive committee 1883 84 1907
1908 this textbook is an interdisciplinary collection of scholarly and religious articles about
asian american christianity its four sections contexts sites identity and voices offer in depth
understanding of both catholic and protestant traditions practices theologies and faith
communities it also highlights diversity and complexity across lines of gender generation
denomination race and ethnicity in asian american christianity approaches to american cultural
studies provides an accessible yet comprehensive overview of the diverse range of subjects
encompassed within american studies familiarising students with the history and shape of american
studies as an academic subject as well as its key theories methods and concepts written and edited
by an international team of authors based primarily in europe the book is divided into four
thematically organised sections the first part delineates the evolution of american studies over
the course of the twentieth century the second elaborates on how american studies as a field is
positioned within the wider humanities and the third inspects and deconstructs popular tropes such
as myths of the west the self made man manifest destiny and representations of the president of
the united states the fourth part introduces theories of society such as structuralism and
deconstruction queer and transgender theories border and hemispheric studies and critical race
theory that are particularly influential within american studies this book is supplemented by a
companion website offering further material for study routledge com cw dallmann specifically
designed for use on courses across europe it is a clear and engaging introductory text for
students of american culture this essay appeared originally in the atlantic monthly for may 1883
during the thirty years which have elapsed since it was written the manifestations of the colonial
spirit then apparent in the united states have not only altered in character but i am glad to say
have weakened diminished and become less noticeable since 1883 also there has been much achieved
by americans in art and literature in painting in sculpture in music and particularly in
architecture success in all these fields has with few exceptions been won by men working in the
spirit which is not colonial but which it was the purpose of this essay to inculcate as the true
one to which alone we could look for fine and enduring achievement i have called attention to the
date at which the essay was written in order that those who read it may remember that it applies
in certain points to the conditions of thirty years ago and not to those of the present day this
study of american intellectual histories sketches their development from colonial chronicles to
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today s professional scholarship it concentrates upon the writings of a dozen or more major
historians between the late 1800 s and the middle 1900 s who have contributed to the study of the
history of ideas in america including moses coit tyler edward eggleston charles beard carl becker
vernon farrington merle curti perry miller and ralph gabriel the various histories are analyzed
partly from the perspective of a developing scholarly discipline and partly from the perspective
of the climate of opinion in which the histories were written the methods employed by the
historians in studying ideas as well as the substantive interpretations expressed in the histories
are analyzed in relation to the world views or ideological positions of the historians themselves
originally published in 1966 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand
technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist
of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy
library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905 a moving and engaging
debut novel shortens the dark nights santa montefiore an emotional and uplifting story of starting
again perfect for fans of hilary boyd and the tea planter s wife having suffered in silence since
the tragic death of their young daughter lola and duncan drummond s last chance to rediscover
their love for one another lies in an anniversary holiday to the gorgeous napa valley unable to
talk about what happened duncan reaches out to his wife the only way he knows how he buys her a
derelict house the restoration of which might just restore their relationship as lola works on the
house she begins to realise the liberating power of letting go but just as she begins to open up
duncan s life begins to fall apart after all the heartbreak can lola and duncan learn to love
again a heartrending story well told about coping with unimaginable loss dartford evokes strong
sympathetic characters while writing fluently and from the heart i raced through it hilary boyd
author of thursdays in the park a beautiful read lyrically written poignant and emotional nicola
cornick internationally bestselling author of house of shadows does everything a good book should
do it made me smile it made me cry it taught me lessons about life and love i didn t know before
claire dyer author of the moment when fort sumter was attacked in april 1861 hundreds of soldiers
were stationed at the u s army s camp floyd forty miles southwest of salt lake city the camp
established in june 1858 was the nation s largest military post utah and the american civil war
presents a wealth of primary sources pertaining to the territory s participation in the civil war
material that until now has mostly been scattered incomplete or difficult to locate organized and
annotated for easy use this rich mix of military orders dispatches letters circulars battle and
skirmish reports telegraph messages command lists and other correspondence shows how utah s
wartime experience was shaped by a peculiar blend of geography religion and politics editor
kenneth l alford opens the collection with a year by year summary of important events in utah
territory during the war with special attention paid to the army s recall from utah in 1861 the
lot smith utah cavalry company s 107 day military service the union army s return in 1862 and
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relations between the military and mormons readers will find accounts of an 1861 attempt to court
martial a virginia born commander for treason battle reports from the january 1863 bear river
massacre documents from the army s high command authorizing governor james doty to enlist
additional utah troops in october 1864 and evidence of colonel patrick edward connor s personal
biases against native americans and mormons a glossary of nineteenth century phrases military
terms and abbreviations along with a detailed timeline of key historical events places the records
in historical context collected and published together for the first time these records document
the unique role utah played in the civil war and reveal the war s influence both subtle and overt
on the emerging state of utah
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Understanding American Politics, Second Edition

2013-05-06

understanding american politics provides a unique introduction to the contemporary political
landscape of the united states by using as its core organizing feature the idea of american
exceptionalism a concept that is at least as old as tocqueville s study of american democracy the
second edition of understanding american politics maintains the unique strengths of the first
edition while offering improved coverage of political institutions a single omnibus chapter on
institutions has been reorganized and split into three separate chapters on congress the
presidency and the courts a new chapter on public opinion has also been included and the chapter
on religion and politics has been completely rewritten with a deeper appreciation of religion s
influential role the book has been revised throughout taking into account the dramatic changes
that have emerged since the 2010 congressional elections and the 2012 presidential election the
text also pays close attention to what is seen as the irreversible decline in america s global
influence visit utpamericanpolitics com for additional resources
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life magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th century it now lives
on at life com the largest most amazing collection of professional photography on the internet
users can browse search and view photos of today s people and events they have free access to
share print and post images for personal use

The American President

2015-11-19

the american president is an enthralling account of american presidential actions from the
assassination of william mckinley in 1901 to bill clinton s last night in office in january 2001
william leuchtenburg one of the great presidential historians of the century portrays each of the
presidents in a chronicle sparkling with anecdote and wit leuchtenburg offers a nuanced assessment
of their conduct in office preoccupations and temperament his book presents countless moments of
high drama fdr hurling defiance at the economic royalists who exploited the poor ratcheting
tension for jfk as soviet vessels approach an american naval blockade a grievously wounded reagan
joking with nurses while fighting for his life this book charts the enormous growth of
presidential power from its lowly state in the late nineteenth century to the imperial presidency
of the twentieth that striking change was manifested both at home in periods of progressive reform
and abroad notably in two world wars vietnam and the war on terror leuchtenburg sheds light on
presidents battling with contradictory forces caught between maintaining their reputation and
executing their goals many practiced deceits that shape their image today but he also reveals how
the country s leaders pulled off magnificent achievements worthy of the nation s pride

Keen's Latin American Civilization, Volume 2

2015-07-07

the tenth edition of keen s latin american civilization inaugurates a new era in the history of
this classic anthology by dividing it into two volumes this second volume retains most of the
modern period sources from the ninth edition but with some significant additions including a new
set of images and a wide range of new sources that reflect the latest events and trends in
contemporary latin america the 75 excerpts in volume two provide foundational and often riveting
first hand accounts of life in modern latin america concise introductions for chapters and
excerpts provide essential context for understanding the primary sources
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American Tax Resisters

2014-04-15

the american taxpayer angered by government waste and satisfied only with spending cuts has
preoccupied elected officials and political commentators since the reagan revolution but
resistance to progressive taxation has older deeper roots american tax resisters presents the full
history of the american anti tax movement that has defended the pursuit of limited taxes on wealth
and battled efforts to secure social justice through income redistribution for the past 150 years
from the tea party to the koch brothers the major players in today s anti tax crusade emerge in
romain huret s account as the heirs of a formidable and far from ephemeral political movement
diverse coalitions of americans have rallied around the flag of tax opposition since the civil war
their grievances fueled by a determination to defend private life against government intrusion and
a steadfast belief in the economic benefits and just rewards of untaxed income local tax resisters
were actively mobilized by business and corporate interests throughout the early twentieth century
undeterred by such setbacks as the sixteenth amendment establishing a federal income tax zealously
petitioning congress and chipping at the edges of progressive tax policies they bequeathed hard
won experience to younger generations of conservatives in their pursuit of laissez faire
capitalism capturing the decisive moments in u s history when tax resisters convinced a majority
of americans to join their crusade romain huret explains how a once marginal ideology became
mainstream elevating economic success and individual entrepreneurialism over social sacrifice and
solidarity

Native Americans and the Criminal Justice System

2015-12-22

this collection presents significant summaries of past criminal behavior and significant new
cultural and political contextualizations that provide greater understanding of the complex
effects of crime sovereignty culture and colonization on crime and criminalization on indian
reservations duane champagne ucla from the foreword native americans and the criminal justice
system offers a comprehensive approach to explaining the causes effects and solutions for the
presence and plight of native americans in the criminal justice system articles from scholars and
experts in native american issues examine the ways in which society s response to native americans
is often socially constructed the contributors work to dispel the myths surrounding the crimes
committed by native americans and assertions about the role of criminal justice agencies that
interact with native americans in doing so the contributors emphasize the historical social and
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cultural roots of anglo european conflicts with native peoples and how they are manifested in the
criminal justice system selected chapters also consider the global and cross national
ramifications of native americans and crime this book systematically analyzes the broad nature of
the subject area including unique and emerging problems theoretical issues and policy implications

Fourteen months in American bastiles

2013-07-26

over 120 000 american troops were stationed in australia during the second world war hundreds of
thousands more passed through the country between 1941 and 1945 because of japan s conquest of the
philippines in 1942 australia was transformed into the principle base for the united states army
in the southwest pacific this american occupation of an allied country resulted in several areas
of tension between friends the examination of these fault lines which have for the most part
received little attention from historians is the purpose of this book jurisdictional and policing
disputes and problems between australian workers and american authorities are examined american
personnel committed thousands of crimes during the occupation many of which were notorious how
australians reacted to these crimes and how the american military sought to limit their negative
effect on wartime relations is a major focus of this book how the us military tried to protect gis
from prosecution by spiriting them out of australia is also explored other areas of tension such
as race and gender relations which have been looked at by other historians are examined in a new
light this book provides novel insights and challenges the existing historiography with regard to
relations between black americans and australian civilians how leaders on both sides in particular
douglas macarthur and john curtin managed crises and relations between civilians and gis are
studied sexual relations an area of particular concern for authorities were directed towards short
term flings and prostitution in contrast authorities did all they could to discourage long term
relations i e marriage authorities obsessed over interracial sexual relations and doubled efforts
to discourage them conflicts between american personnel and australian civilians during the
occupation did not threaten the alliance against japan nevertheless there were myriad problems
between allies that led to friction and ill will these problems demanded management from above

The American Occupation of Australia, 1941-45

2016-01-29

minorities and representation in american politics is the first book of its kind to examine
underrepresented minorities with a framework based on four types of representation descriptive
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formalistic symbolic and substantive through this lens author rebekah herrick looks at race ethnic
gender and sexual minorities not in isolation but synthesized within every chapter this enables
readers to better recognize both the similarities and differences of groups underrepresentation
herrick also applies her unique and constructive approach to intergroup cooperation and
intersectionality highlighting the impact that groups can have on one another

Minorities and Representation in American Politics

1987

publishes in depth articles on labor subjects current labor statistics information about current
labor contracts and book reviews

Monthly Labor Review

1894

the cold war was fought in every corner of society including in the sport and entertainment
industries recognizing the importance of culture in the battle for hearts and minds the united
states like the soviet union attempted to win the favor of citizens in nonaligned states through
the soft power of sport athletes became de facto ambassadors of us interests their wins and losses
serving as emblems of broader efforts to shield american culture both at home and abroad against
communism in defending the american way of life leading sport historians present new perspectives
on high profile issues in this era of sport history alongside research drawn from previously
untapped archival sources to highlight the ways that sports influenced and were influenced by cold
war politics surveying the significance of sports in cold war america through lenses of race
gender diplomacy cultural infiltration anti communist hysteria doping state intervention and more
this collection illustrates how this conflict remains relevant to us sporting institutions
organizations and ideologies today

A Library of American Literature from Earliest Settlement to the
Present Time

2018-12-01

the dictionary of early american philosophers which contains over 400 entries by nearly 300
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authors provides an account of philosophical thought in the united states and canada between 1600
and 1860 the label of philosopher has been broadly applied in this dictionary to intellectuals who
have made philosophical contributions regardless of academic career or professional title most
figures were not academic philosophers as few such positions existed then but they did work on
philosophical issues and explored philosophical questions involved in such fields as pedagogy
rhetoric the arts history politics economics sociology psychology medicine anthropology religion
metaphysics and the natural sciences each entry begins with biographical and career information
and continues with a discussion of the subject s writings teaching and thought a cross referencing
system refers the reader to other entries the concluding bibliography lists significant
publications by the subject posthumous editions and collected works and further reading about the
subject

Defending the American Way of Life

2012-04-05

discovering electricity ending up the richest man in the world becoming a candidate for sainthood
leading the fight for civil rights getting inducted into the rock roll hall of fame
revolutionizing consumer digital electronics these accomplishments are at the heart of the stories
of seven incredibly diverse individuals who epitomize the american dream there is something
particularly magical about dreams or rather the possibility of achieving your dreams in america
the land of opportunity american dream stories elements of success explores the lives and success
of ben franklin andrew carnegie dorothy day malcolm x patti smith robert mapplethorpe and steve
jobs looking at their lives offering definitions and establishing themes the naval academy
midshipmen authors of this essay collection examine the nature of the american dream success and
what both mean to americans

Dictionary of Early American Philosophers

2014-06-17

professor larry j zimmerman explores native american history reverence of nature eventual
colonization and survival against odds and how it has created a unique identity for native people
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American Dream Stories

2016-05-27

using original documents from the u s army military history institute including extracts from
letters and diaries of serving soldiers as well as from official reports and papers this book
recalls the experiences of americans who fought in the first world war individual chapters cover
different periods from enlistment to victory in a chronological fashion the book also features
topics such as weaponry medical services and entertainment

The Sacred Wisdom of the Native Americans

2014-01-27

business has received little attention in american religious history although it has profound
implications for understanding the sustained popularity and ongoing transformation of religion in
the united states this volume offers a wide ranging exploration of the business aspects of
american religious organizations the authors analyze the financing production marketing and
distribution of religious goods and services and the role of wealth and economic organization in
sustaining and even shaping worship charity philanthropy institutional growth and missionary work
treating religion and business holistically their essays show that american religious life has
always been informed by business practices laying the groundwork for further investigation the
authors show how american business has functioned as a domain for achieving religious goals indeed
they find that religion has historically been more powerful when interwoven with business chapters
on mormon enterprise jewish philanthropy hindu gurus native american casinos and the wedding of
business wealth to conservative catholic social teaching demonstrate the range of new studies
stimulated by the business turn in american religious history other chapters show how evangelicals
joined neo liberal economic practice and right wing politics to religious fundamentalism to
consolidate wealth and power and how they developed marketing campaigns and organizational
strategies that transformed the american religious landscape included are essays exposing the
moral compromises religious organizations have made to succeed as centers of wealth and influence
and the religious beliefs that rationalize and justify these compromises still others examine the
application of business practices as a means of sustaining religious institutions and expanding
their reach and look at controversies over business practices within religious organizations and
the adjustments such organizations have made in response together the essays collected here offer
new ways of conceptualizing the interdependence of religion and business in the united states
establishing multiple paths for further study of their intertwined historical development
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American Voices of World War I

2017-07-19

the black conservative an american hero by richard jules valvano can a powerful piece of fiction
undo the negative stereotyping cast on a group of individuals and make them noble and heroic in
this riveting and explosive novel the author is betting it will for years the black left has cast
politically conservative african americans as insensitive traitors to the civil rights movement
they are seen as unhinged thinkers who dare to question liberal conventional wisdom concerning
black matters and issues they are often depicted as uncle toms and whites in dark skin who
actually want blacks to be passive porters shoe shiners and doormats in a white society the black
conservative an american hero not only challenges these stereotypes it does it by way of an
engaging thriller filled with fascinating characters the entire effect is meant to give black
conservatives a human element an insight into their thinking and a culmination of a renewed and
invigorating image of them

The Business Turn in American Religious History

2016-10-10

this book examines what makes the united states an exceptional society what impact it has had
abroad and why these issues have mattered to americans with historical and comparative evidence
frank j lechner describes the distinctive path of american institutions and tracks changes in the
country s national identity in order to assess claims about america s exceptional qualities the
book analyzes several focal points of exceptionalist thinking about america including the
importance of us constitution and the american sense of mission and explores several aspects of
america s distinctive global impact for example in economics and film in addition to discussing
the distinctive global impact of the us this first volume delves into religion law and sports

The Black Conservative: An American Hero

2017-01-09

never before published american society is the product of talcott parsons last major theoretical
project completed just a few weeks before his death this is parsons promised general book on
american society it offers a systematic presentation and revision of parson s landmark theoretical
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positions on modernity and the possibility of objective sociological knowledge even after the
passage of many years american society imparts a remarkably provocative interpretation of us
society and a creative approach to social theory

The American Exception, Volume 1

2015-11-17

an up to date book that surveys almost all of the contemporary schools of christian thought in
america well structured and methodically developed clearly written and easy to read ferm does an
excellent job of pointing out all the differences among the leading thinkers of each camp ferm s
greatest asset is his uncanny ability to synthesize these diverse theologies into a larger
conceptual whole without diminishing their distinctiveness a landmark of clarity richard
quebedeaux in the christian century contemporary american theologies assesses the most significant
writers and books that make up evangelical black roman catholic feminist and liberation theologies
equally useful as an introduction or as a review marianne sawicki in commonweal

American Society

2004-04-15

the phenomenon of studio goldsmithing when the history of art in the 1980s is written much of it
will be etched in gold this is the time of the contemporary goldsmith an artist who chooses to
work in precious metals rather than oils or marble the contemporary jeweler as artist has only
recently become a re cognized force with rare exceptions the whole field is little more than
thirty years old but it is only within the past fifteen years that these jewelers have entered the
jewelry mainstream the phenomenon of contemporary goldsmithing embraces an eclectic group of
artists each with a unique vision each taking a per sonal path to jewelry producing they have as
little relationship to the typical mass produced jewelry as a champagne maker has to a bottler of
orange soda they approach a piece of art not a piece of metal the work is personal and a perfect
expression of the back to the land movement that spawned it many of these goldsmiths were looking
not merely for a way to make a living but for a way to make a life that was worthy of living
running a business while trying to remain a creative metalsmith at the same time is the ongoing
challenge the jeweler artists have solved or resolved these often conflicting needs in slightly
different ways and in a beautiful variety of techniques and styles their meth ods their growth and
their work are discussed here
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Contemporary American Theologies

2013-06-29

presuming no background knowledge of intellectual property and ending with a call to action the
branding of the american mind explores applicable laws legal regimes and precedent in plain
english making the book appealing to anyone concerned for the future of higher education

Contemporary American Jewelry Design

2016-12

first published in 1980 the dynamism within the american colonies in the fifty years or so before
the outbreak of the crisis of the 1760s that was to lead to the revolution has never been in doubt
the articles written included in this text suggest a number of ways in which the imperial factor
was of real importance in colonial life and show that there was dynamism on the british side as
well as in the colonies

The Branding of the American Mind

2005-07-08

finalist for the pulitzer prize biography a new york times bestseller this epic and elegant
biography wall street journal profoundly recasts our understanding of the vietnam war praised as a
superb scholarly achievement foreign policy the road not taken confirms max boot s role as a
master chronicler washington times of american military affairs through dozens of interviews and
never before seen documents boot rescues edward lansdale 1908 1987 from historical ignominy to
restore a sense of proportion to this political svengali or lawrence of asia the new yorker boot
demonstrates how lansdale the man said to be the fictional model for graham greene s the quiet
american pioneered a hearts and minds diplomacy first in the philippines and then in vietnam
bringing a tragic complexity to lansdale and a nuanced analysis to his visionary foreign policy
boot suggests vietnam could have been different had we only listened with contemporary
reverberations in iraq afghanistan and syria the road not taken is a judicious and absorbing new
york times book review biography of lasting historical consequence
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The British Atlantic Empire Before the American Revolution

2018-01-09

vols 13 62 include abridged annual reports and proceedings of the annual meetings of the american
missionary association 1869 1908 v 38 62 include abridged annual reports of the society s
executive committee 1883 84 1907 1908

The Road Not Taken: Edward Lansdale and the American Tragedy in
Vietnam

1891

this textbook is an interdisciplinary collection of scholarly and religious articles about asian
american christianity its four sections contexts sites identity and voices offer in depth
understanding of both catholic and protestant traditions practices theologies and faith
communities it also highlights diversity and complexity across lines of gender generation
denomination race and ethnicity in asian american christianity

The American Missionary

2009-08-20

approaches to american cultural studies provides an accessible yet comprehensive overview of the
diverse range of subjects encompassed within american studies familiarising students with the
history and shape of american studies as an academic subject as well as its key theories methods
and concepts written and edited by an international team of authors based primarily in europe the
book is divided into four thematically organised sections the first part delineates the evolution
of american studies over the course of the twentieth century the second elaborates on how american
studies as a field is positioned within the wider humanities and the third inspects and
deconstructs popular tropes such as myths of the west the self made man manifest destiny and
representations of the president of the united states the fourth part introduces theories of
society such as structuralism and deconstruction queer and transgender theories border and
hemispheric studies and critical race theory that are particularly influential within american
studies this book is supplemented by a companion website offering further material for study
routledge com cw dallmann specifically designed for use on courses across europe it is a clear and
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engaging introductory text for students of american culture

Asian American Christianity Reader

1864

this essay appeared originally in the atlantic monthly for may 1883 during the thirty years which
have elapsed since it was written the manifestations of the colonial spirit then apparent in the
united states have not only altered in character but i am glad to say have weakened diminished and
become less noticeable since 1883 also there has been much achieved by americans in art and
literature in painting in sculpture in music and particularly in architecture success in all these
fields has with few exceptions been won by men working in the spirit which is not colonial but
which it was the purpose of this essay to inculcate as the true one to which alone we could look
for fine and enduring achievement i have called attention to the date at which the essay was
written in order that those who read it may remember that it applies in certain points to the
conditions of thirty years ago and not to those of the present day

Barnard's American journal of education

2016-05-20

this study of american intellectual histories sketches their development from colonial chronicles
to today s professional scholarship it concentrates upon the writings of a dozen or more major
historians between the late 1800 s and the middle 1900 s who have contributed to the study of the
history of ideas in america including moses coit tyler edward eggleston charles beard carl becker
vernon farrington merle curti perry miller and ralph gabriel the various histories are analyzed
partly from the perspective of a developing scholarly discipline and partly from the perspective
of the climate of opinion in which the histories were written the methods employed by the
historians in studying ideas as well as the substantive interpretations expressed in the histories
are analyzed in relation to the world views or ideological positions of the historians themselves
originally published in 1966 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand
technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist
of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy
library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905
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Approaches to American Cultural Studies

1889

a moving and engaging debut novel shortens the dark nights santa montefiore an emotional and
uplifting story of starting again perfect for fans of hilary boyd and the tea planter s wife
having suffered in silence since the tragic death of their young daughter lola and duncan drummond
s last chance to rediscover their love for one another lies in an anniversary holiday to the
gorgeous napa valley unable to talk about what happened duncan reaches out to his wife the only
way he knows how he buys her a derelict house the restoration of which might just restore their
relationship as lola works on the house she begins to realise the liberating power of letting go
but just as she begins to open up duncan s life begins to fall apart after all the heartbreak can
lola and duncan learn to love again a heartrending story well told about coping with unimaginable
loss dartford evokes strong sympathetic characters while writing fluently and from the heart i
raced through it hilary boyd author of thursdays in the park a beautiful read lyrically written
poignant and emotional nicola cornick internationally bestselling author of house of shadows does
everything a good book should do it made me smile it made me cry it taught me lessons about life
and love i didn t know before claire dyer author of the moment

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society Held at
Philadelphia for Promoting Useful Knowledge

1895

when fort sumter was attacked in april 1861 hundreds of soldiers were stationed at the u s army s
camp floyd forty miles southwest of salt lake city the camp established in june 1858 was the
nation s largest military post utah and the american civil war presents a wealth of primary
sources pertaining to the territory s participation in the civil war material that until now has
mostly been scattered incomplete or difficult to locate organized and annotated for easy use this
rich mix of military orders dispatches letters circulars battle and skirmish reports telegraph
messages command lists and other correspondence shows how utah s wartime experience was shaped by
a peculiar blend of geography religion and politics editor kenneth l alford opens the collection
with a year by year summary of important events in utah territory during the war with special
attention paid to the army s recall from utah in 1861 the lot smith utah cavalry company s 107 day
military service the union army s return in 1862 and relations between the military and mormons
readers will find accounts of an 1861 attempt to court martial a virginia born commander for
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treason battle reports from the january 1863 bear river massacre documents from the army s high
command authorizing governor james doty to enlist additional utah troops in october 1864 and
evidence of colonel patrick edward connor s personal biases against native americans and mormons a
glossary of nineteenth century phrases military terms and abbreviations along with a detailed
timeline of key historical events places the records in historical context collected and published
together for the first time these records document the unique role utah played in the civil war
and reveal the war s influence both subtle and overt on the emerging state of utah

The Illustrated American

1969

American Aviation

2021-01-01

The Oxford Book of American Essays

2015-03-08

American Intellectual Histories and Historians

2015-11-05

Learning to Speak American

2017-07-25
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Utah and the American Civil War

1892

American Revisions and Additions to the Encyclopaedia Britannica

1879

The American Railway Reports
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